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TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

The invention is a novel platform for identifying and characterizing programmable gene modulators (PGM). The epigenome editor discovery platform has potential utility in both therapeutic development/discovery and as a research tool.

INVENTION NOVELTY

Currently, conventional methods of epigenome editor discovery require time and labor-intensive construct development, which is typically performed in low-throughput arrayed formats. The platform bypasses current time/labor constraints (and without reliance on construct barcodes) to facilitate the identification of an optimal gene modulator in a single experiment.

ADVANTAGES

· By leveraging dCas9, the platform can be used to target any genetic element in the genome, including but not limited to, transcribed or untranscribed genes (which could be protein coding or non-coding) as well as gene regulatory elements such as enhancers, insulators and topology modulators

· Potential utilization in a variety of biological models, including but not limited to, mammalian cell lines, primary cells, and in vivo models.

· Approach

  o provides time and labor savings through bypassing construct development

  o leverages sequencing and analysis methods that enable the identification of active editors without reliance on construct barcodes resulting in recovery of truly active constructs

  o enables identification of an optimal PGM for a specific genetic element or biological model of choice within a single experiment
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- Use in identifying optimal programmable epigenetic editors
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- Research tool
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